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The Game has only just begun.When Edie and Cole escape the labyrinth, they think the game is
over. The truth changes everything. The labyrinth is only one of many simulations created by the
gods. Even worse, Owen has been freed also, transported to a new virtual reality arena with
even deadlier challenges.The new simulation promises the winner a key to the main control
room, where they will not only be able to program the VR worlds, they’ll have access to the real
world, too. They can remake it to fit their vision. Owen’s vision is to destroy the world, and Edie
and Cole need to stop him. The only way to do so is to enter the new VR arena. Monsters aren’t
the only obstacles they find inside.It’s a new game with new rules, and everything is deadly.The
Game of the Gods series continues in this second exciting installment perfect for fans of
WARCROSS, THE MAZE RUNNER, and READY PLAYER ONE!

About the AuthorP. J. (Tricia) Hoover wanted to be a Jedi, but when that didn't work out, she
became an electrical engineer instead. After a fifteen year bout designing computer chips for a
living, P. J. started creating worlds of her own. She's the award-winning author of Tut: The Story
of My Immortal Life, featuring a fourteen-year-old King Tut who's stuck in middle school, and
Solstice, a super-hot twist on the Hades/Persephone myth. When not writing, P. J. spends time
with her husband and two kids and enjoys practicing kung fu, solving Rubik's cubes, and
watching Star Trek. For more information about P. J. (Tricia) Hoover, please visit her website
www.pjhoover.com. --This text refers to the paperback edition.ReviewPRAISE FOR P. J.
HOOVER'S WRITING"[Hoover's] confident deployment of myth is impressive . . ." --Publishers
Weekly". . . a real page-turner that is hard to put down." --School Library Journal". . . a debut
novel that consistently delivers . . ." --Booklist"Sure to be a fan favorite . . ." --VOYA--This text
refers to the paperback edition.
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Pat K., “An interesting premise!. This was an entertaining story to read, based on the premise of
having a video game within a story. The characters were well-developed and relatable. I enjoy
reading this story!”

John W., “Fantastic continuation. Book 2 picks up right where the first book ends. It dives right
into the story, and keeps you on the edge of your seat the entire.  Time.  Great read!”

The book by P. J. Hoover has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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